PAC ID Devices

KeyPAC Credentials - Card & Token
PAC’s 125KHz KeyPAC Tokens and ISO Cards are passive proximity devices
requiring no batteries, designed to provide a quick and easy method of
gaining access to an area secured by an Access Control System.
The KeyPAC token provides flexibility, usability and user satisfaction in any
access control application. Built to fit on a person’s keyring, the tokens
offer a convenient and secure access option.
The ISO proximity cards are ideal for customers who wish to carry their
identification in a wallet or a purse and also include personal security
details. The card can be directly printed onto with additional information
such as the cardholder’s photograph or signature, which could then be
checked by a security guard, effectively increasing the level of security on
the site.

Coupled with an access control system, the KeyPAC
Credentials range enables the movements of all users to
be monitored, making the site secure and protected at all
times.
The KeyPAC Credentials take under half a second for the door reader to
recognise and grant or deny access. As neither the tokens nor the cards
have the unique ID number printed on the actual device, they can be
easily replaced if lost or stolen and the original device’s access privileges
revoked from the system. This allows for a seamless and efficient way of
maintaining the security of the premises.
Features:
■■ KeyPAC ISO Card and Tokens are compatible with all PAC’s GS3 LF and
MT Readers, plus our legacy OneProx and KeyPAC Reader range
■■ Versatile - the token easily attaches to a keyring or badge clip
■■ Card meets ISO standards for thickness, allowing use with many direct
image or thermal transfer printers
■■ Offers a unique identity code
■■ ‘No batteries’ design enables an infinite number of reads
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■■ Token is of ABS construction and is double-sealed and ultra-sonic
welded
■■ Lifetime guarantee against electronic failure

Contact our dedicated customer services
team on:
+44 (0) 161 406 3400
to find out how you can start benefiting
from a tailored PAC security system
that accommodates your business’
requirements.

“The priority was to ensure that
prior to the school opening at 9am,
front door access could only be
made by authorised staff, who had
the necessary ID key fob device. The
previous coded door entry system
was regularly undermined by staff
forgetting to bring their card with
them to work, whereas most staff
simply attach the fobs to their key
rings so that they are less likely to
leave them at home. Everyone agrees
that they have found this new system
much more convenient and reliable.”

Part Numbers:

■■ Magnetic Stripe option with KeyPAC cards

20250 – KeyPAC Token

■■ Cards can be punched for connection to lanyard chains – hole guide
provided with cards

21030 – KeyPAC ISO Card
21031 – KeyPAC ISO Card with Magstripe (un-coded)
21030/10.00 KeyPAC ISO Card punched short edge (pack of 10)
21030/11.00 KeyPAC ISO Card punched long edge (pack of 10)
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